EMFHL Questions & Answers
Are we doing the same dual rostering as they are in the west? No. Players
can only play on one female team and one co-ed team. Cannot play on two
female teams.
What's the difference between single & dual roster? Single roster is females
playing on only one female team. Dual roster is when a female plays on both a
co-ed team as well as a female dual rostered team.
Will dual and single rostered teams play each other? No.
Can you AP from either single or dual rostered teams? You can only AP from
single roster if you are a single rostered team, and from dual roster if you are a
dual rostered team.
How does this impact provincials? Even though there is no tiering for EMFHL,
Hockey Manitoba recommends that associations should tier for provincials as
long as they are members from the same association. Multi-associations teams
cannot be tier.
When are playoffs & what format will they be? Playoff structure will be
determined at the Playoff scheduling meeting, to be held the third week of
January. Playoff structure must comply with Hockey Manitoba requirements. U9
and U11 will have tournament style playoffs as per Hockey Canada
PathwayNovice/atom tournament style.
Is there a limit to the amount of times a player can be AP’d? Single rostered
teams can AP a player a maximum of 8 times. Dual rostered teams can only AP
a player a maximum of 4 times. In certain circumstances, on approval from the
EMFHL age convenor, the maximum may be lifted for certain situations. You
must contact the AP coach, not the parent directly to request an AP player.
If your association has more than one team in an age division can you
laterally AP? No

Can a player AP for more than one female team? No. Once AP’d for a female
team that player is not allowed to AP for another female team. Players can only
be affiliated with one female team, which must be part of their association if
available or the next closest association.
Can you AP for playoffs? Playoffs AP’s should be approved by the age director.
Where should questions or concerns be directed? Questions and concerns
should be directed to your EMFHL age convenor.
Can we request blackout dates for tournaments? Teams are allowed one
blackout weekend the first half of the season, and one blackout weekend the
second half.
If two teams are in the same division and play each other in a tournament
can that be used as a league game? Yes.

